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At the present time the condi-

tions of the drift-dissipative in-

stability development were deter-

mined and dispersion properties of

the unstable oscillations were ana-

lysed. The local quasiclassical

theory and the experimental results

are in a satisfactory agreement [1J.

However, this theory does not

explain some facts which are ob-

served in the experiments such as

radial wave structure and an absence

of the oscillations with the azimuth

wave number /77 = 1 [2J .

In this work it was shown that

these peculiarities might be

explained if we should consider cy-

lindrical plasma limited by the

walls and we should describe drift

instability by differential equa-

tion instead of a local quasiclassi-

cal approximation theory. Investi-

gations were carried out with dis-

charge plasma without an electric

current in a longitudinal magnetic

field.

To describe a drift instabili-

ty within the framework of two-

liquid hydrodynamical approximation

we may use a set of equations [з]t

Here 7g is an electron temperature t

/1* is a charge particle density

(«< is either £ or i .denoting

electrons or ions), /Ц*- mass, Z£ -

velocity, Ца is the charged particle-

neutral atom collision frequency,

2. - elementary charge, (£ - electric

field potential, 3 - magnetic field

strength, £ - light velocity in a

vacuum. The electron inertia and the

ion temperature are neglected in (1).

We consider the case when the

electrons and ions are strongly

magnetized (u)e/i)ea» О);/Жа»I ). For

the quasineutral density Пк = flu- =

= /I, and potential (gi perturbations

which vary as 4)Cp(-iuit*-imQ* 1кгг)

the set of equations (1) can be

reduced to the second-order diffe-

rential equation:

(2)

Q. is the plasma radius, Ле - elec-

tron density at the tube axis, at0 is

the first zero of the zero-order

Bessel function.

Investigations of the plasma

instability were carried out in a

glass cylindrical tubes where plasma

was created by the 6Л KHz rf-gene-
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rator. E-type discharge has been

used with the double tension scheme

to transform asymmetrical generator

tension into symmetrical! Hf-power

has been applied to the copper ring

electrodes which surround the

discharge tube at its ends. Magnetic

field was created by the multisec-

tional solenoid the length of which

has been changed from 3O to 110 cm.

The largest magnetic field was a

2700 G.

The noise and oscillations

which arised in plasma were recorded

by cylindrical probes placed in

plasma and also by optical method

with the electron multiplier. The

radial intensity distribution of the

oscillations was measured with the

moving probe. The electron tempera-

ture (Tt ~ 3 - б eV) and density

(nq~ 2^10
8
 - 5-10^ cm~3)

 W
ere deter-

mined by the trtro-probe method.

As results of the experiments

we found that the instability which

arised was accompanied by a genera-

tion of the oscillations which

possessed a form of standing waves

along the magnetic field and run in

the azimuth direction. A half wave

with the bundles at the ends of the

solenoid v/as situated in the plasma

section which was limited by a

magnetic field.

Fig. 1 shows an experimental

distribution of the perturbed poten-

tial Cft along the tube radius. As it

is chown from the Fig. 1 <$(0)*<fi(d)aO .

These conditions are used аз bounda-

ry conditions,- The solution of the

equation (2) can be described by

0 0.5 i.O I.S

multiplying by z%f*jji) and integ-

rating from 0 to a one gets the

following set of equations:

im o);

Here Hij, un, Clj and JDi7 are a con-

stants which arised
 a
fter integra-

tion. As Fig. 1 shows the variation

of (j>, with г is slightly different

from j/y(£/|J(solid line), therefore,

one takes into account the first

term in (J). »e obtain a dispersion

equation:

/геи oquatioas (2) and (J)

where J>ie*to{

Fig. 2 shows en experimental

oscillation frequency CO for the

azimuth modes /77 = 2 and IV ж 3
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Fig. 2

versus magnetic field 6 (pointed

curves). The. same figure shows a

calculated frequency CO and
increment y- of the oscillations

which were found using local quasi-

classical approximation theory

(dashed curves) and using equation

(5) - solid lines. We see from

Pig. 2 that the critical magnetic

fields Be for the oscillations with

different azimuth modes /7) calcu-

lated from equation (5) have a

better agreement with the

experimental 8c. Moreover, as it

follows fro* (5) the absence of the

unstable oscillations with IT) = 1

in the experiments can be explained

by this equation because in it the

oscillations with m = 1 possess a

small increment coapared with the

oscillation increments for the

greater IV .

The results of this work show

that in order to describe a drift

instability it is necessary to take

into account the plasma limits.
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